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Defined:
The color brown is a warm color that stimulates the appetite. While it is sometimes
considered dull, it also represents steadfastness, simplicity, friendliness, dependability,
and health. ...
The color brown aﬀects the mind and body by creating feelings of wholesomeness,
stability, and peace.
Brown is a natural color - It's often seen as solid, much like the earth, and it's a color
often associated with resilience, dependability, security, and safety.
Brown can also create feelings of loneliness, sadness, and isolation.
adjective: brown; comparative adjective: browner; superlative adjective: brownest
of a color produced by mixing red, yellow, and blue, as of dark wood or rich soil."an old
brown coat"
noun: brown; plural noun: browns
brown clothes or material."a woman all in brown"
verb: brown; 3rd person present: browns; past tense: browned; past
participle: browned; gerund or present participle: browning
make or become brown, typically by cooking."a skillet in which food has been
browned"
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Flowing:
The elements (earth, air, fire, water) - describes the kind of energy processed...and
based upon location, the physical functions they rule...and psychological and spiritual
purpose… Watch for the patterns.
*Sound
*Light
*Thought
Energy of:
Red Chakra:
1st - survival, grounding, stability
Earth
Base root
Yellow Chakra:
3rd - individuality, control, will
Fire
Solar plexus
Blue Chakra:
5th - expression, communication, movement
Ether/Spirit
Of the aura’s seven layers:
Red: etheric body (lower body) - associated with the 5 senses - physical you
Yellow: mental body (lower mental) - concerned with mental concepts in the rational
world.
Blue: causal body (celestial body) - this is where we experience the spiritual world and
what it “causes” in our lives
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4 planets with emphasis this year:
The “inner planets”— the sun, moon, Mercury, Mars and Venus—move quickly through the zodiac. As a result
they aﬀect your day-to-day life, moods and habits. The “outer planets” — Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, Uranus,
and Pluto — move slowly and shape the bigger trends in your life.

Mars - Red
Zodiac: Aries
Tarot: Tower
Number: Three
Meaning: Energy, Vigor, Initiative
Mars is about your motivation, your initiative, your aggression, your confidence, your inner
drive, your physical strength and stamina, what you want to achieve, where you put your
energy, and how much of a risk-taker you are. Mars is what gets you up and going every day. It
is how you express your anger. It's also your sex drive, and what you desire for and give in a
sexual relationship.
Venus - Yellow
Zodiac: Libra and Taurus
Tarot: Empress and Lovers
Number: Six
Meaning: Beauty, Harmony, Attraction
Venus governs your romantic relationships, who you attract, how you attract them, your social
skills, how aﬀectionate you are, what you consider beautiful, what you want in a partner, and
how you interact with others. It also oversees money – both spending and receiving (earning).
Uranus - Blue
Zodiac: Aquarius
Tarot: Fool
Number: Eight
Meaning: Change, Invention, Revolution
Uranus governs where you seek freedom, where you're unconventional, where you stand out,
what makes you rebel, where you do the unexpected, and where you'll find change. Uranus is
about sudden change, such as an unexpected opportunity appearing out of the blue. It also
involves events that happen in an instant, such as accidents or love at first sight. Uranus also
involves intuition in the form of those times when you just know something or have an “aha”
moment.
Neptune - Blue
Zodiac: Pisces
Tarot: Hanged Man
Number: Nine
Meaning: Intuition, Dreams, Psyche
Neptune governs what inspires you and where you're easily deceived. It's about illusion,
confusion, imagination, and creativity. Neptune can be illusive and hard to tie down. It's the
areas where you see what you thought was real isn't, and what you thought wasn't real is. It's
like a blind spot where you don't see something until later, but you probably needed to see it
from the very beginning.
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______________________Reading & Forecast_______________________________
You have ended one book in the story of your life and are now starting a whole new
adventure. This year will be a time of rooting-in, getting settled, living your new story,
and therefore, you’ll be creating and developing the tools, resources and skills you
need to fulfill your new role and direction.
You’ll also faces challenges aimed at the parts of you that are not in alignment with
your best interests. This is a year of big changes and it’s about how you will deal with
what’s brought to you.
** KEY: Thoughts and actions manifest quickly. Be conscious of what you are asking for.
Changes in you:
Positive Aspects-

This can be a great year of developing yourself, achieving your goals, and seeing material gain
from all of your eﬀorts - not just financially, but in health and relationships too. It’s about
general 3rd dimensional abundance, with security and safety. You feel protected and lookedafter.
Negative Aspects-

You can fall prey to reacting to circumstances and events outside of your control in a negative
or non-productive manner. Stress and forces of low energy can exacerbate your negative
feelings about what you see happening around you and manifest negative, PERMANENT
consequences quickly for you, if you act from that space.

______________________
Changes in society:
Positive Aspects-

Continued awakening for many as a growing collective are activated. Those who are already on
the path will find their gifts and understanding growing. There will be a trend to “partner-up” you’ll see more marriages, more friendships, like big and small tribes being formed everywhere.
This can be a time of great, positive change and enlightenment for large groups of people.
Negative Aspects-

Conversely, for the others, this is a time of great change and with that change, comes
upheaval, displacement, lonliness, isolation - with negative energy around lack, violence, and
natural catastrophes.

______________________
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Earth/Nature changes*:
Positive Aspects-

As awareness continues to grow, more will become sensitive to earth and nature as living
organisms and energy. Nature is a force (and like all forces) recognizes and supports those
people, places and things that are connected with it.
Negative Aspects-

We are undergoing critical energy changes on our planet coming from inside the earth, on top
of the earth, and cosmically - changes that happen cyclically, and with great impact. People
everywhere will react in fear and anger from the loss of resources and security promised by
community and government as a result.
We’ll witness more volcanoes, floods, storms of all types, loss of crops and increased disease.
*cosmic & etheric influences

______________________

What Spirit shows me about the future:
Disclaimer: The events I see unfolding are over the next 5-7 years. Like all events, time and
results are fluid and can change based upon other events happening concurrently.

There will be a continuing widening of the gap between those who have and those who
don’t in 2019. Negative perception and attitudes will point toward the “they/them” that
govern/control - (this is locally, nationally - this will be seen worldwide).
There is going to be volcanoes, snow/water events, disease outbreaks, and war
between countries, with internal, civil conflict growing throughout the world too.
Financial markets will go up and down and be volatile. Many will lose retirement.
Crypto-currencies will make gains in acceptance/usage.
Collective energy is unbalanced and negatively influenced at this time. We are at the
precipice of a cycle of tribulation years… In 2015, I was shown a vision of events
leading up to a great future breakdown: volcanoes, riots, missiles… and then the power
goes out…
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Why would this happen and why do we have to experience it?
★ We have lived within a certain framework and laws that are changing. As above, so
below - we’ll experience spiritual, cosmic and earth events that are organic and
scripted.
★ We can only enter a new age after the previous one has been denied. The system
must break completely down for the new to emerge truly, and be accepted fully.
★ The new age can be dark or filled with light - we have a choice on which team we
play for and the establishment of a new collective conscious.

***General definitions about chakras, planets, etc.. are from information I researched, old and new and
thus, I have not given proper credit as these are my notes for the reading… and not meant for sharing
other than with those who have watched the information and want to understand more of the
connections.

